Welcome to the CMF Training Web Page. CMF is committed to helping fulfill the Great
Commission by helping military people minister to other military folks. The Great American
military man or woman is the ideal person to reach other Great Americans in the Armed Forces
for Jesus Christ!
This and subsequent training pages will help you Be Christ's Disciple in the Military and
Evangelize and Disciple others.
What you'll find on each page:
BIBLICAL
MOTIVATION

The key to anything we do is to have good, solid Biblical motivations
that are born from God's Word. Every aspect of our training will begin
with a Scriptural motivation.

GETTING
LAUNCHED

With each aspect of Training, the first challenge is to get launched. We
must figure out how to get started and gain some early momentum and
experience initial success. A correlation is "primary education" that
lays a foundation.

CONTINUING
FURTHER

Now that we've taken off, we want to experience sustained flight by
going further in a particular aspect of training. Continuing the
correlation, this is "secondary education" that takes us further and
deeper in a particular discipline. This is key to mastering the Training.

FURTHER STUDY

Many times, as you master a particular aspect of Training, you will
want to dig deeper into God's Word to learn more and to truly
appropriate the aspect of training. This normally involves a
comprehensive time of Bible study and meditation/time of reflection.
Think of this as "graduate education."

Com m on Icons:
As you negotiate your way through our Training web pages, you will come across these icons.
They are intended to alert you to key points we want to highlight to make your Training process
as beneficial as possible.

SUGGESTION

POINT TO
REMEMBER

CAUTION

From time to time, we will make a suggestion in order
to make your acquiring of a particular discipline or
Training aspect go a little smoother.
As you negotiate your way through the Training, there
are key things we believe are important to remember.

We try to alert you ahead of time to avoid a common
(or uncommon) mistake.

TECHNICAL POINT This is good info to know, but on the technical side of
things.

UNDER
CONSTRUCTION

Our Training page remains a work in progress meaning
there is still work to be done. We are continuing to add
more features. Our "Road Map to Training" gives you
an idea of what we are intending to offer in the way of
Training.

ROAD MAP TO TRAINING
Training in Evangelism
Reaching Your World for
Christ
Acts 1:8 – But you will receive
power when the Holy Spirit
comes on you; and you will be
my witnesses in Jerusalem, and
in all Judea and Samaria, and
to the ends of the earth."
Impacting your
environment

Training in Equipping
Becoming Christ's Disciple in
Your Life
John 8:31-32 – To the Jews who
had believed him, Jesus said, "If
you hold to my teaching, you are
really my disciples. [32] Then you
will know the truth, and the truth
will set you free."
Biblical prayer

Training in Disciplemaking
Building a Personal Ministry of
Disciplemaking
Matthew 28:19 – Therefore go and
make disciples of all nations, baptizing
them in the name of the Father and of
the Son and of the Holy Spirit,

Beginning a local ministry

Personal testimony
development

Mastering the Word:
Devotional Time

Deliberate disciplemaking

Mastering a Gospel
presentation

Mastering the Word:
Personal Bible
study

Training in character,
lordship, and commitment

Assurance of
salvation (after initial
conversion)

Mastering the Word:
Scripture Memory

Time management

Relational
evangelism

Mastering the Word:
Making Biblical
applications

Developing ministry vision

"Cold turkey"
evangelism

Authentic fellowship
and accountability
Being God's steward
(finances and
possessions)

